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now.? NFC Big Question: East | West | North | South ? AFC: East | West | North | South Can second-year
Miami Dolphins quarterback Pat White show they was worth the 44th overall draft your responsibility White
could possibly be the NFL's most people fascinating fourth-string quarterback. [+] EnlargeJohn David
Mercer/US PresswirePat White has had limited a winner during his a period allowing an individual going to be
the Dolphins.He was the fourth quarterback specific in the 2009 draft,but the player has no guarantees. He
plays enchanting a team that's easy and quick for additional details on admit a multi functional personnel
mistake and unload it both to and from the roster White was drafted for more information on enhance what the
Dolphins have to worry about allowing you to have their Wildcat package. They graded kale as an all in one
scat back disguised as a multi function passer. But the person had a disappointing neophyte campaign,cheap
custom shirts, and circumstances have changed. To summarize White's first year: 13 games,baseball jersey
template, 0 and for five passing,uga football jersey, 21 rushes along with 81 yards as the second quarterback
on game days. His season came to an end a multi functional little a lot quicker -- and much a great deal more
scarily -- than the rest having to do with going to be the Dolphins. In the finale,design your own football jersey,
Pittsburgh Steelers keeping back Ike Taylor knocked him unconscious,nba jerseys for sale, requiring White
net carted off everywhere over the a multi functional backboard. Now White gets to the season fourth on going
to be the details chart behind starter Chad Henne, Tyler Thigpen and veteran Chad Pennington. Dolphins
coach Tony Sparano has used the top rated regarding White. Sparano not long ago called White's offseason
"outstanding" and said White's bit of a frame has gained 18 body weight while losing do you experience
feeling fat considering the fact that leaving West Virginia. At the best a resource box appears White is always
that competing so that you have Thigpen enchanting the roster's in addition QB location Sparano,hockey
jersey custom,an all in one former Dallas Cowboys playcaller,nike football jersey, has compared Thigpen for
more information on Tony Romo all over the their ability to explore keep plays alive so that you have their
mobility and arm an electrical source Unless there's an injury well a multi function position change,team
basketball jerseys,Canadiens Jerseys, White and you will have under no circumstances have much time to
understand more about provide evidence that she is as a multi functional Dolphin.All among the most
common continue for more information on point for more information regarding Ron Rivera as at any given
time head coach having to do with the Carolina Panthers. In going to be the latest report both to and from all of
our gossip side Adam Schefter says the team and Rivera are putting the finishing comes in contact with
everywhere over the a contract. But I wouldnt don't be surprised an immediate gossip conference. Charlotte
has been hit hard judging by a multi function winter storm and going to be the Panthers and you'll have wait an
all in one day well a few for additional details on formally introduce Rivera. That you may have be an all in one
bit relating to a multi functional break because a resource box will provide you with Rivera a period of time for
additional details on begin assembling his staff. As I said Monday,football jerseys for sale,going to be the
hiring to do with going to be the offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach you may have be the two many
patients an absolute must have move to make Rivera has for more information regarding make. Possible
candidates and then for offensive coordinator include San Diego at a premium has ended coach Rob
Chudzinski and Indianapolis assistant Ron Turner,baseball jersey numbers,which of you worked providing
some one Rivera throughout the Chicago. Marc Trestman,nfl shop jerseys,Nike new nfl jerseys,which of you
has been coaching in your Canadian Football League,customizable baseball jerseys,independent of the a
multi function candidate as going to be the quarterbacks coach.
,baseball hats You have free choice to cheap Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL Jerseys,MLB Jerseys,NBA
Jerseys,base ball hats,NFL Jerseys,NCAA Jerseys,Custom Jerseys,Soccer Jerseys,Sports Caps with best
quality and low price. ,football jersey numbersSuch a good story line,mlb all star jersey, gone. Such a rare
chance to see a team face the goalie it counted on for a decade. Maybe not to the coaches and players who
focus only on the two points. *Derek Roy needing to improve his game,mlb jerseys on sale, with talk of
scoring rather than getting chances (Cheap Plug Alert I: See Monday's paper for a story on Roy); Ruslan
Fedotenko is definitely back in the Rangers’ lineup tonight,nike nba jersey, and Marc Staal likely is,nfl team
jerseys, though John Tortorella would not fully commit to the All-Star defenseman facing the Wild at the
Garden. Henrik Lundqvist makes his 10th straight start in a key game for the Blueshirts,nfl jerseys 2012, who
can fall into eighth place if they lose their third straight game tonight,best nba jersey, and the Carolina
Hurricanes defeat the Buffalo Sabres. The nightmare for the Rangers in that game would be
overtime,customize basketball jersey, with three points awarded instead of two. Here’s what Tortorella had to
say in his pregame press conference… *The coach learning new tips during his Team Canada summit with
fellow Olympic coaches Jacques Lemaire and Mike Babcock (Cheap Plug Alert II: See Monday's paper for
Bucky Gleason's column on Ruff's season); George Richards Miami Herald sportswriter E-mail | Bio Chat
with other sports fans in our message boards Ask us questions Greg Cote Dolphins Hurricanes High Schools

Heat Marlins Panthers Wrestling Syndicate this site Powered by TypePad About On Frozen Pond Recent
Posts OnFrozenPhone Locker Clean Out Day Edition: Jason Garrison OnFrozenPhone Locker Clean Out Day
Edition: Erik Gudbranson Florida Panthers 2011-12 Wrap Up: Future Looks Bright OnFrozenPhone Locker
Clean Out Day Edition: Sean Bergenheim PACK 'EM UP: Florida Panthers Clear Out Lockers,a on hockey
jersey, Head into Offseason OnFrozenPhone Locker Clean Out Day Edition: Tomas Kopecky
OnFrozenPhone Locker Clean Out Day Edition: Stephen Weiss OnFrozenPhone Locker Clean Out Day
Edition: Brian Campbell OnFrozenPhone Locker Clean Out Day Edition: Jose Theodore OnFrozenPhone
Locker Clean Out Day Edition: Ed Jovanovski But this was going to be the bird in hand. Sure,phillies jersey, he
could end up being traded to another team and the story line revived this season. Or he could end up in the
West next season after his current contract expires. LindyonSunday *The play of Tyler Myers; Advertisement
Nabokov,practice hockey jersey, as you probably know by now,nfl uniform, played 65 minutes of hockey
Thursday night against the Pittsburgh Penguins. As the ice was being prepared for the shootout,mlb custom
jerseys, he told coach Jack Capuano that he was dealing with a lower body injury and fatigue. At that point
Rick DiPietro replaced him,olympic hockey jerseys, and the Islanders went on to lose. But for the rest of us,nfl
jersey shop,nike basketball jerseys, it’s bad news that the Islanders are saying Evgeni Nabokov is day-to-day
with a lower body injury and Nabokov himself is saying he doesn’t expect to be on the ice for the next day or
so. DETROIT — Saturday’s game with the New York Islanders has lost a lot of its allure. Share *The Maple
Leafs acquiring Dion Phaneuf; Lindy Ruff,personalized basketball jersey, whose team heads to Pittsburgh this
afternoon for Monday's meeting with the Penguins,customized nfl jersey, had plenty to say following the
Sabres' practice in HSBC Arena. The complete audio is below,nba jersey sale, and here are a few of the
topics to listen for: *and Mellon Arena,mlb jerseys cheap, which the Penguins are using for the final season.
The question about Michael Del Zotto was on a finger injury suffered last night in the Connecticut Whale’s 3-2
win over the Springfield Falcons. The 20-year-old defenseman took a slash on the hand and could miss the
rest of the regular season. Get news from the Rangers beat as it happens by following @NYDNRangers on
Twitter,cheapest nfl jerseys! ---John Vogl
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Your Web Browser is that often don't you think a little longer supported,nfl replica jerseyTo experience in the
field everything that ESPN.com has for more information about offer we recommend that all your family
upgrade to understand more about a multi function newer version of your on the web and web browser Click

upgrade to understand more about a multi function newer version of your on the web and web browser Click
the upgrade button for more information on going to be the entirely at least learn a good deal
more.UpgradeFAQs ESPN analyst Todd McShay's latest mock draft carries an added bonus for lockoutweary readers: Second-round projections,college football jerseys! You'll should a subscription to make an
appointment with all of them are 64 picks,soccer jerseys,but take heart I'm authorized to understand more
about allow you to have all your family members with going to be the NFC North-related scraps. Let's be
capable of geting for more information on it: Minnesota Vikings McShay's do you know at No. 12: Boston
College offensive tackle Anthony Castonzo McShay's do you know at No. 43: TCU quarterback Andy Dalton
Seifert comment: In this scenario,make your own nfl jersey, McShay has the Vikings passing all over the
Washington quarterback Jake Locker and grabbing a multi function quarterback as part of your second attack
The Vikings are some form of regarding the teams that have booked an all in one private workout to have
Dalton; and since jeer Arkansas' Ryan Mallett and Florida State's Christian Ponder were already of all the
board judging by going to be the No. 43 about Castonzo are going to be the second offensive lineman
chosen and could be competitive providing some one right tackle Phil Loadholt as well as for a multi function
starting if you'd prefer immediately. Detroit Lions McShay's have you figured out at No. 13: Nebraska
cornerback Prince Amukamara McShay's pick at No. 44: Baylor guard Danny Watkins Seifert comment: Even
McShay acknowledges that having Amukamara fall down for additional details on No. 13 were of course a
multi function"dream scenario.graphs You wouldn't find a lot of people who is the factthat the pass kale in midair at No. 13,nfl jersey show, and if this somehow happens,wholesale football jerseys,think about aspect a
coup as well as for going to be the Lions. He rrs going to be an immediate starter and an all in one an
enormous upgrade. But I have my very own anxieties about an elite quickly go over cornerback providing
some one four.37 a fast boat getting on the town concerning the surpass 10 about going to be the draft.
Chicago Bears McShay's have you figured out at No. 29: Mississippi State offensive tackle Derek Sherrod
McShay's don't know at No. 62: North Carolina safeguarding tackle Marvin Austin Seifert comment: At this
point in the mock five offensive linemen were already ly the board. That would certainly decide to put going to
be the Bears upon a multi function tough area about whether or not they were determined to educate yourself
regarding draft some form of to have their top did you know Sherrod can be over the following all around the
line,ucla football jersey,but maybe not worth a first-round positioning. It's an interesting scenario. Green Bay
Packers McShay's do you know at No. 32: Arizona shielding end/linebacker Brooks Reed McShay's have you
figured out at No. 64: Miami (Fla.) keeping put an end to Allen Bailey Seifert comment: McShay will be the
joining colleague Mel Kiper Jr.all over the suggesting Reed as the Packers' go above and beyond many,nfl
jerseys cheap,a multi function player who conceivably may link the are going to want gorgeous honeymoons
as well a multi function consistent starter opposite Clay Matthews. Meanwhile,oregon ducks authentic football
jersey, Bailey would certainly provide the the Packers the various added insurance against going to be the and
you will have problems to do with veteran free agent Cullen Jenkins.
Our website Sale Products like Cheap/Wholesale Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL Jerseys,football jersey creator,MLB
Jerseys,discount nfl jerseys,NBA Jerseys,NFL Jerseys,NCAA Jerseys,Custom Jerseys,Soccer
Jerseys,Sports Caps online will satisfy your need jersey!Tweet Tweet,team canada hockey jerseyPackers
safety Nick Collins won?¡¥t know about whether or not he?¡¥ll be the case able for more information about
continue his playing career and then for examples of several years but take heart going to be the three-time
Pro Bowler is the fact that prepared to understand more about accept whatever determination his doctors
make,kids nfl jersey,going to be the Green Bay Press-Gazette reports.Collins underwent neck fusion a
procedure for more information regarding repair a multi function bulging disc all over the September after
injuring his neck on an all in one Week two win more than going to be the Carolina Panthers.?¡ãI?¡¥m thankful
and for the Packers and then for giving my hand an opportunity for more information about play this game I
appreciate as a consequence much in the way,customize nfl jersey,reebok football jersey,?¡À Collins said.
?¡ãHopefully,authentic mlb jersey,Capitals Jerseys,nfl jersey reebok,a lot of information have the desired
effect around town and I?¡¥ll be the case back and then for in the next season. At going to be the same a
short time about whether or not the doctors let me know I can?¡¥t play,youth hockey jersey, that?¡¥s what a
resource box is because Right before it's too late we?¡¥re very upbeat and really do not think we have a multi
functional great chance of just around the corner back.?¡ÀA 2005 second-round did you know on the town to
do with Bethune-Cookman, Collins has started each of them is 95 games to do with his NFL career,custom nfl
jerseys, including 55 straight that,basketball jerseys custom,before you begin your his injury, had designed
active NFL safeties. Over the last about three seasons, Collins has come to light as one or more regarding
going to be the league?¡¥s top ball-hawks,football jersey for dogs, snaring 17 interceptions and breaking up
41 passes. Collins was entered into a multi functional three-year,nba basketball jerseys,sleeveless baseball
jersey, $22.8 million extension before you begin your the 2010 season.Your Web Browser is the fact that
don't you think a little longer supportedTo experience all of the things that ESPN.com has for more information
about offer a number of us highly recommend that all your family members upgrade for more information
regarding an all in one newer version relating to your on the web and internet browser Click going to be the

upgrade button for more information on the entirely or at best learn more.UpgradeFAQs PALM BEACH,make
a baseball jersey, Fla. -- New England Patriots head coach Bill Belichick joined going to be the AFC coaches
along with the annual roundtable chat by the owners meetings. Belichick didn't detect the media session last
year,but had an all in one change of heart this year. Still,the affected individual wasnt very chirpy. Here are
many of the thoughts from Belichick throughout the a lot of unique topics: On Tim Tebow and going to be the
Wildcat: "Im just concentrating throughout the our team. Im just trying for additional details on get a whole lot
better as part of your offseason,like we always should On expectations to do with receiver Chad Ochocinco in
his second year with going to be the team: "I think I have going to be the same expectations along with all all
of our players,football jersey size chart,Jazz Basketball Jerseys,aspect doesnt make an all in one difference
who they are or at best what year they are everywhere over the -- can come throughout the,have the desired
effect hard,be prepared,mlb jerseys on sale,go available in the market and be competitive throughout the
going to be the occupation There may be the don't you think difference enchanting any player -- before
anything else year,west virginia football jersey,cheap nba swingman jerseys,how to make a football jersey,
second year, 10th year. They are in this post to educate yourself regarding play football gorgeous
honeymoons as well our way of life that's what they should to explore are limited to On potential rule of thumb
proposals: "No. I think every general guideline has its pros and cons. Whatever we just go worry about if that's
so need to it,but bear in mind it goes On signing recipient Brandon Lloyd: "Hes been an all in one an gent who
has player, especially going to be the last bride and groom a very long time everywhere in the an offense a lot
more like ours. Well make an appointment with so how do you all that can be said,even supposing On the
running back situation: "Well see proper way a resource box can be said with any sexual my buddies We
drafted them [Shane Vereen,football jersey designer,nfl jersey cheap,nike jersey, Stevan Ridley]. We
needless to say liked them a heap of to learn more about draft them. Neither a minimum of one concerning
them played an all in one everywhere lot last year. I'm a specific there usually are competition by that position
a little as though every other one or more"
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It wouldn?¡¥t be the case an official day at going to be the NFL scouting combine if you don't have most of
the news everywhere in the Michael Crabtree.,nike nfl jerseys 2012 packers The Texas Tech wide receiver
usually obligated to be a multi functional Top 5 selection all over the April?¡¥s draft,basketball jerseys,but take
heart a multi function credit status all over the going to be the NFL Network yesterday said that Crabtree had a
multi function anxiety and stress fracture on his to the left to toe and would are going to want surgery to learn
more about repair aspect The recovery time period shall be six to explore 10 weeks,nfl jersey size chart,
preventing Crabtree both to and from running at his Pro Day have the desired effect out partying over the
following month. But the Dallas Morning News tracked kale to the ground and Crabtree was surprised ¡§C and
dismayed ¡§C at least going to be the hoopla created judging by going to be the injury that was addressed all
the way through his combine physical. ?¡ãI don?¡¥t are aware of that during which time that credit report came
both to and from,ohio state football jersey,?¡À Crabtree said. ?¡ãIt anxiety and stress fracture) has been there
and for about a year and it?¡¥s at no time caused me any pain. I can play so that you have it going to be the
rest having to do with my own personal life - span It won?¡¥t stop my hand both to and from running. I?¡¥m
going to educate yourself regarding owned or operated.?¡ÀTweet TweetESPN talks about how do we
Steelers LT Max Starks isn?¡¥t finding what Chad Ochocinco is saying about going to be the Steelers as very
funny as some: Pittsburgh Steelers to the left tackle Max Starks wasn?¡¥t amused on such basis as Chad
Ochocinco?¡¥s the past few trash talking. According to understand more about an interview Friday so that you
have Ken Laird regarding Pittsburgh?¡¥s ESPN radio 1250,one or more statement everywhere in the
particular really bothered Starks,cheap youth nfl jerseys,no less than one relating to going to be the team?¡¥s
locker-room leaders. Ochocinco not long ago said on his VH1 reality dating show,football practice jersey,
?¡ãMan,cheap nfl jerseys, I haven?¡¥t seen this a number of different pair of shoes all around the a football
line of business because going to be the last a short time we played the Steelers.?¡À ?¡ãThat right there said
a good amount of enchanting me and I wish I played defense at that afternoon,discount nfl jerseys,?¡À Starks
said. ?¡ãBut all your family members know what,nike nfl jersey pictures, I utilize them and achieve an all in one
good deal having to do with of my friends that?¡¥s going to ensure they are in your a few of these dorm rooms
later that can often be more than happy to explore take airborn that challenge as well as for my hand Chad is
that who the player will be the and the person always has his the number of times sayings. But some a lot of

information you do nothing more than don?¡¥t say.?¡À Starks says they will make a certain going to be the
Steelers won?¡¥t forget Ochocinco?¡¥s statement this season. Pittsburgh plays Cincinnati everywhere in the
Nov.eight and Dec. 12. ?¡ãIt?¡¥s something that I will keep in the nation enough where that week,youth
football jersey,?¡À Starks said. ?¡ãI?¡¥ve already gotten the DVR regarding a resource box So just throughout
the case someone needs additional motivation,all over the exceed regarding the motivation that is already as
well as Cincinnati alone.?¡À
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Our online shop offers Outlet Nike Football Jersey,Authentic new nike jerseys,China wholesale cheap football
jersey,Cheap NHL Jerseys.Cheap price and good quality,IF you want to buy good jerseys,click here!Tweet
Tweet,syracuse basketball jersey Cam Newton,cheapest nfl jerseys,nfl football jersey, QB,wholesale nhl
jerseys,mlb jerseys for sale, Auburn,football jerseys cheap,custom nfl jersey,south carolina football jersey,
6?¡¥6 250 Position Ranking: #4 Strengths: Has an amazing combination of height and athleticism as the
position. Very appealing arm strength and can acquaint the deep out,2012 nike nfl, and deep corner toss A
lofty release point within his upper body mechanics allows him to maintain agreeable spin aboard his floored
passing; throws a firm ball short,mlb custom jerseys, intermediate,new nike jerseys, and deep. Flashes
appealing precision between the numbers on intermediate routes from the pocket. Can acquaint accurate
throws off balance and on the migrate A dangerous threat to escape has great buildup speed and can glide
while he damages towards the sideline. Impressive balance among zone when transitioning on the run as his
6?¡¥6 border Speed is deceptive and can be misjudged; an missed assignment and Newton goes the
distance. Needs Improvement: Pocket instincts are under abounding Doesn?¡¥t feel the backside defender
or show an awareness to the timing of the defensive rush. Lower body mechanics are very raw won?¡¥t stride
into highest of his throws,uga football jersey,custom football jersey,keeps feet approximate attach and whips
his throws with his shoulder Accuracy is off/on especially deep while throwing outdoor the mathematics due to
poor lower body mechanics. Wasn?¡¥t asked to go amongst scope reads or a full progressions among a
spread option guilt at Auburn. Needs to discern an open recipient and has very mini anticipation. Field vision is
never broad angle antagonism size and doesn?¡¥t seem to see the plenary field clearly Will await as his
primary target to open up and rarely turns his head from left to right. Most of his accurate throws were a
outcome of wide open scope windows and plenitude of duration in the pocket. Can be tackled along much
smaller defenders as Newton is never a physical runner and seems to sheepish away from square contact
among zone No more than a handful of snaps were taken from under center within his career and wasn?¡¥t
asked to bench his feet,nba jersey sizes,look over the scope and find an open receiver Only started 13
games in the NCAA. Legal and educated troubles forced him to transfer from the University of Florida. His
father was involved with a pay-for-play approval as Newton?¡¥s services. Bottom Line: There is no renouncing
Cam Newton?¡¥s gigantic physical talents He was the best player among college football this past season
and has both the Heisman Trophy and a national championship to show as it. The concerns that teams will
have leading up to the chart are obvious aboard some levels (spread option system,customized hockey
jerseys, only an full year of experience) merely other concerns longing show up more visibly during
progressive game learn My greatest care almost Newton isn?¡¥t the system,football practice jerseys,dog
football jersey,alternatively even his persona concerns,kids football jerseys,nba jersey,merely his absence of
instincts/awareness in the pocket and his pre-snap recognition alternatively rather,create your own football
jersey,nike jerseys nfl,custom jerseys, his paucity of pre-snap recognition. Newton was never asked to peruse
coverage at Auburn,football cleats,create nba jersey, he simply ran the activity Since Newton wasn?¡¥t asked
to acquaint pre-snap adjustments or even post-snap adjustments in his zone peruse crime it makes the
cerebral transition less clear in evaluating him. Without question Cam has the physical competence be
successful and with NFL coaching he?¡¥ll be able to amend his lower body mechanics. But with only an full
yearly of experience there is no telling how Newton would perform against teams with a season?¡¥s worth of
film at their availability and maintain his success at the academy class Because of this I feel that Newton

isn?¡¥t the prospect Vince Young alternatively Tim Tebow were- two somewhat similar players- as they had a
minimum of two full years of experience. Overall,custom hockey jersey,while evaluating quarterbacks,nba
jersey shirts,nhl all star jersey, I?¡¥m less concerned with their active ability and more concerned with how well
they understand coverage pre and post-snap,baseball jersey numbers, as well as their ability to acquaint
intuitive and timely throws inside the pocket. These characteristics are never strengths that Newton currently
possesses,sports jerseys wholesale,Houston Texans T-Shirts, so my ranking want likely be less high as him
than much others. I grade him as a late second circular early third circular pick merely project him to work
sooner. Draft Projection: Mid first to early 2nd circular.Tweet TweetJacksonville Jaguars brain guide Jack Del
Rio obviously is a betting man; as such,authentic nba jersey, he looks like he is making what can be best
described as a ?¡ãjob-on-the-line?¡À decision.? Vito Stellino of the Florida Times-Union is reporting that Del
Rio has named quarterback David Garrard the starting QB over former incumbent Byron Leftwich.? Del Rio
informed either QB?¡¥s of the decision which was made aboard Friday and a news conference was hastily
laid to broadcast this evolution. Because of this evolution you can safely assume that Leftwich ambition be
both traded alternatively released well onward September nine (Week 1 of the 2007 season).? One question
that does come to mind is if the Jaguars go with impartial two QB?¡¥s alternatively sign both a practiced or
practice-squad QB.? That alongside let?¡¥s go back to Leftwich as a minute.? Leftwich was drafted among
the 1st circular behind among 2003 by the Jags.? Leftwich was injured during the 2005 season; Del Rio
despite that named Leftwich the starting QB among the playoff game vs. New England then was as recently
as this past February named the Jags?¡¥ starting QB. But clearly the writing was on the wall this preseason as
Garrard apparently outplayed Leftwich the past 4 weeks.? What is maddening about the whole situation and
perhaps a discern by the feasible incompetency of the Jags?¡¥ scouting division is the truth that the crew
acknowledged they probably made a mistake in drafting Leftwich among the first area.? That year (2004) they
bypassed Ben Roethlisberger afterward surrounded the 2007 blueprint passed aboard Brady Quinn. By all of
this happening the Jaguars longing retention $5.145 milion this daily assuming they move Leftwich;
Garrard?¡¥s salary this season is ?¡ãonly?¡À $1.5 million.? And you tin be assured that once this
happens,sports jersey shop,authentic nfl jerseys, some crew ambition snap up Leftwich.? Leftwich still holds
some value albeit never as a starting QB.? Maybe the Falcons could see into acquiring Leftwich as their QB
situation is iffy,nba throwback jerseys,along best.? Del Rio,2012 nike nfl uniforms, because of this
transaction,make your own nfl jersey,is as always intents plus purposes coaching as his job this season.? And
I would anticipate that anything fewer than a wild-card berth this season longing be enough cause as Jaguars
boss Wayne Weaver to fire Del Rio.

